A. Short Trim Pad Drivers
Red, 1⁄2 -in. long poly fibers are unevenly trimmed and widely spaced for
pad-holding power. Universal clutch plate attached. Fits most machines.
Manufactured on a durable plastic block with riser.
No.
For Pad Dia. (Inches)
Each
BWK PPP17
17
BWK PPP18
18
BWK PPP19
19
BWK PPP20
20

Universal clutch
plate attached.

A

B. Universal Clutch Plate
Recommended for most applications. Reinforced nylon with 5-in. center hole.
BWK N92

Each

C. Mercury PRO Pad Drivers
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For use with PRO-175 Series Super Heavy-Duty Floor Machines. Poly bristle style
with riser, universal clutch plate and shower feed holes.
No.
Pad Dia. (Inches)
For Use With
Each
MFM 1505
14
PRO 15
MFM 1705
16
PRO 17
MFM 2105
20
PRO 21

D. Sanitaire® High-Velocity Air Mover

C

The Sanitaire® High-Velocity Air Mover offers the performance and durability
to save time and money. Features a 5.0-amp, 1⁄2 -HP, three-speed motor with
air velocity of 2700/3350 /3800 FTM, 25-ft. cord and stackable design. Switch
panel is front-mounted for easy access. One-year parts and labor warranty for
commercial use.
No.
Description
Each
EUR SC6054
With Telescopic Handle and Wheels
EUR 6053
Without Telescopic Handle
Air mover provides up to 3400 FPM, three-speed switch and high-velocity
airflow in a compact package. Weighing in at only 18-lbs., the SC6055A will
perform as well as a traditional dryer weighing twice as much. You can stack
two machines in the same space as a traditional dryer, and the low amp draw
allows you to connect or “daisy-chain” a total of five hybrid dryers on one circuit.
Each machine comes standard with an outlet with circuit breaker protection. The
standard kickstand and side bumpers give you a total of four drying positions and
a 20-ft. cord. This convenient design allows the SC6055A to be used anywhere
and everywhere to dry floors, walls and carpet faster than a traditional dryer.
Quiet 67 dB operation. One-year parts and labor warranty for commercial use.

D

Each

15-LG-AN

EUR 6055A

E

Prices are subject to change.
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E. Sanitaire® Precision Air Mover
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